2021 OCCTCA Business Meeting Minutes

I. Election on Cross Country Coach of the Year
   Womens- Blake Collins - Owasso High School
   Mens - Mike McGarry - Mustang High School

II. Advisory Board Update
    The updated list on ohstrack.com.

III. Mr. Whaley asked us to discuss these options for the COVID Regional and State Meet.
    Email from Mike Whaley OSSAA

    Below is the email Mr. Whaley sent, in bold print:

1. All regionals, A/6A, on the weekend of April 30/May 1 and all state meets, A/6A, on the weekend of May 13/14.....

   The coaches voted 95% in favor of the one week break as opposed to the two week break.
   The thought was if one athlete was quarantined for regionals, you might get that athlete back but you may lose another.

2. Performance list for Covid athletes only......

   Discussion but no vote: everyone agreed that the performance list was for COVID only.

3. One class at a site for regional and state.......

   Discussion but no vote:

4. One day state meets and adjusting times for order events...

   Coaches voted unanimously in favor of a two day meet with one class in the morning and a two to three-hour break and then start the other class.
   The schedule could be worked out after determining the format.
   A rough draft of a one-day order of events was sent to Mr. Whaley, understanding that it may need tweaked.

5. Having 5A/6A regional times for order of events differ from A/4A regional order of event times due to the number of teams at the regional sites.....

   Discussion but no vote: The coaches agree that there may be a need to have different order of events in the different classes.

6. State sites: Edmond Santa Fe, Ardmore and Catoosa
   Discussion but no vote: We are glad that they are hosting these meets.